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INTRODUCTION
Have you ever stayed at hostels?
hostels?

How do you feel about the service qualities in

Many people are not interested in traveling in Taiwan and do not have good

impression to hostels.

Because that most people always think hostels can not offer

great equipment and service.

Now some hostels do not only provide guests to stay

but also make them feel local culture, especially for foreigners.
prepare breakfasts for tourists.

Some hostels also

The environment is more comfortable, relax and

more like live in tourists’ own houses.

The price is cheaper than hotel.

People also

have more choices to plan their journey. In short, due to the prosperity of tourism
and is affected by foreign culture, the hostels have big revolutions.

Nowadays, people like to enjoy their leisure time by going traveling.

The

following pie chart states that Kenting(墾丁) is the most attractive city for foreigners
but there are also many spots in Taitung(台東).
hostels in these two places.

However, there are more and more

Therefore, we will introduce the hostels of Kenting(墾

丁) and Taitung(台東) to make foreigners can travel more conveniently.
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There are four chapters in this paper. In chapter Two, six popular hostels in
Kenting (墾丁) will be introduced.
many people like to visit there.

Kenting (墾丁) is like an exotic region that

In addition, there is the information of three special

hostels in Taitung(台東) in chapter Three.

In Taitung(台東), there are some natural

hot spring , so many people like to go there to have a trip to enjoy hot spring.
Therefore, some hostels in Taitung(台東) are introduced in the chapter Three, and
then the final chapter is the conclusion.
Top Eight Spots Analysis:

Taipei 101
Zhi Ben, 3%

National Palace Museum

Kenting, 25%

Yushan National Park
Alishan National Park
Sunmoon Lake
Love River
Kenting
Zhi Ben
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Chapter Two
The Hostels in Kenting(墾丁)
In Chapter Two, the famous hostels of Kenting(墾丁), including Golden Ocean
Azure Hotel(金洋麗舍), Hsiao-Ching(小徑), Orange Moon(橘月), Sand(沙點), Shan
Hai Lian(山海戀) and Southern Borderland(國境之南) will be introduced in detail
including the location, the price, the features, the discount, and etc… The features of
the hotels will be focused. The following are the famous hostels that have their own
features.

Golden Ocean Azure Hostel(金洋麗舍)
Golden Ocean Azure Hotel is famous for the different stylish rooms especially
Bali’s style.

It is located in the northern of Kenting(墾丁) Street.

Different rooms

give people different feelings, but all of the rooms in this hotel are exotic.

There are

eighteen rooms in the hotel which are Indian style rooms, Bali style rooms, and
Chinese style rooms and so forth.

All of the rooms are designed by the store-owner

so there are no rooms that look the same.

If you like any decorations that are

displayed in the hotel, you can buy them. If you stay in this hotel, there will be some
discount when shopping in specific stores.

There is one more thing that has to be
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mentioned is making a reservation if you want to stay in this hotel.

Parking

Credit Card

Internet

Breakfast

Pet

Check in

Check out

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

3:00 p.m.

11:00 a.m.

The price of each room:
Day

Two People

Two People

Two People

Four People

Four People

with Sea

with Mountain

with Exotic

with Chinese

with Bali’s

View

View

Style

Style

Style

Sunday to Friday

NT$ 3,800

NT$ 3,200

NT$ 2,380

NT$ 4,600

NT$ 6,600

Saturday or Holiday

NT$ 2,600

NT$ 2,200

NT$ 1,880

NT$ 3,880

NT$ 4,800

Room

Address: No.336, Kending Rd., Hengchun Township, Pingtung County 946, Taiwan
(R.O.C.)

Hsiao-Ching Hostel(小徑)
The hostel is located on Chuan-Fan Road in Kenting(墾丁).

It is the building

with Mediterranean style and has white wave walls and blue windows outside.
There are only five rooms, but each room has different characteristic.

Tourists not

only can read books in small balcony but also can sit on the esplanade comfortably to
chat with friends in the room.

In addition, all of travelers can see beautiful seascape

and stars from each room clearly.

Especially on the corner of the stairways, guests

also can be through windows see the blue sky.
In order to make tourists have soft feelings, the hostel owner uses orange、red
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and grass green color to decorate every room.

At Hsiao-Ching, the stone ladders、

flowery tiles、decoration of hallways and pebble floor are full of hostel owner’s ideas
and thoughts.

The price list in Hsiao-Ching
Rooms

Holiday (including
Days

Summer & Winter)

Sunday to Friday
(including Summer

Room Amount

& Winter)
The Ship House for 2 People

$3600

$3200

1

for 2 People with Sea View

$3600

$3200

1

for 2 People with Greek Style

$2800

$2500

1

for 2 People with Landscape

$2800

$2500

1

for Family with 6 People

$4800

$4200

1

with Sea View

Others:
Parking

Credit Card

Internet

Breakfast

Pet

Check in

Check out

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

.6:00 p.m.

2:00 p.m.

Orange Moon Hostel(橘月)

Orange Moon is a famous hostel in Kenting(墾丁).

Its location is near the

Da-Wan so the hostel guests can enjoy the beautiful sea view.

The design ideas of

the building are mainly Southeast Asia so it gives the hostel the warm and romantic
feelings.

Staying in Orange Moon, you can enjoy the beautiful Kenting sea view, the

room of third floor for six people is the best place to watch the sea view.
also can have the free delicious breakfast and coffee in Orange Moon.
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And you
Orange Moon

is the hostel which only has five rooms and the rooms are named after plant names,
such as Common jasmin orange, Pouteria, Wax Begonia, Pemphis acidula J.R. & G.
Forst. and Chinese Guger Tree.
forty-five days before.

Therefore the guests have to make the reservation

Their warm and sincere service attitude is the main reason

that they are success.

Parking

Credit Card

Internet

Breakfast

Pet

Check in

Check out

Share

No

No

Yes

No

2:00 pm

11:00 am

The price of each room:
Rooms

for Two people

for Four People with

for Two People with

for six People with

Day

with sea view

sea view

mountain view

sea view

Sunday to Friday

NT1600

NT2600

NT1800

NT4200

Saturday or Holiday

NT2200

NT2000

NT1200

NT3200

Address: NO.128, Da-Wan road, Kenting town, Hengchun Township, Pingtung
County
Tel: 08-8861230

Sand Hostel(沙點)
The afterglow of the sunset of Kenting(墾丁) merges into the golden sunshine
and spreads to the splendid coastline. Sand Hostel is located near the Shato clamshell
shop. From Sand Hostel to the Kenting(墾丁) Road only spends ten to fifteen minutes.
In order to make customers have five stars services with normal price, the owner of
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Sand Hostel spent lots of money to build the hostel.

They offer eleven style suite

rooms, each one have different views. Sand Hostel faces the ocean and at the back is
mountain. The building of Sand Hostel is designed by professional designer. From the
setting of window view , the layout facilities and the light of the rooms are all take as
very serious part to make decision. Do you want to relax from the busy city life and
enjoy the blue sky in Kenting(墾丁)? And take a relaxing walk on the fine sand to
experience the natural sights and smells of the ocean.

Parking

Credit Card

Internet

Breakfast

Pet

Check in

Check out

Share

No

Yes

Yes

No

3:00 pm

11:00 am

The price of each room:
Rooms

for Two people

for Four People with

for Two People with

for Four People with

Day

with sea view

sea view

mountain view

mountain view

Sunday to Friday

NT2800

NT3600

NT2240

NT3200

Saturday or Holiday

NT3500

NT4500

NT2800

NT4000

Shan Hai Lian Hostel(山海戀)
Shan Hai Lian is a one of famous home stay in Kenting, it is near Chanfan Rock.
Its appearance is post-modem idea with gray, and the shape likes a stairway.
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Next is

hall of Shan Hai Lian.

The hall is graceful and special, it is suitable to take a rest

and discuss about the travel, even talk with the boss.

Shan Hai Lian has four rooms.

It includes double twin room and double room with ocean view, double twin room
with mountainous view and double room.

If there is a room with ocean view,

travelers can see the sunrise and sunset; if there is a room with mountain view,
travelers can relish the cow group in the grass and so on.
There are some hot spots near Shan Hai Lian.

For example: Nanwan,

Mt.Dajiansh forest amusement, Cingwashih, Eluanbi Lighthouse, Chanfan Rock and
so on.

In addition, there are some restaurants, like Café RocTina, Thai style and

Mexico style restaurants. Also, travelers can participate in exciting outdoor exercise.
For instance: snorkeling, personal water craft, banana boating and so on.

Right now,

some shops promote different combination and travelers can choose depend on
oneself.
Parking

Credit Card

Internet

Breakfast

Pet

Check in

Check out

Share

No

Yes

No

No

3:00 pm

11:00 am

The price of each room:
Rooms

for Two People

Day

for Two people with

for Four People with

for Four People with

sea view

sea view

mountain view

Sunday to Friday

NT1200

NT2400

NT2700

NT2400

Saturday or Holiday

NT1600

NT3200

NT3600

NT3200

Room Amount

1

1

1

1
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Southern Borderland Hostel(國境之南)
Characteristic:
It is located in Pu-Ding Section E-Luan-Bi.

It was built in July 2005.

a great land of herbage around it; there is the ocean forward.

There is

In addition, there is

just the E-Luan-Bi Lighthouse across from the Southern Borderland.

It is just like

its name which some kinds feeling of withdrawing from society and lives in obscurity.
However, Southern Borderland was named by the owner, Zhi-Wei Liu, after reading
the book, “Southern Borderland, Western Sun” by Murakami Haruki, a Japanese
author. The book is Zhi-Wei Liu’s favorite.
The appearance of the B&B imitates the design of Greek Mediterranean Sea as
the elements.

The design of each room is all unusual clean and unique; moreover,

two-person rooms all have the seascape.
swimming pool here.

There is a small bar and a small public

The attic also has a sea-view platform of great landscape.

The price of each room:

Rooms

Wicked star

Chet Baker

Dao-Ben

Robin nest

sweetheart (Two

(Two people)

(Two People)

(Four People)

People)

Fixed price

NT$ 5,000

NT$ 4,500

NT$ 4,500

NT$ 6,000

In Summer

NT$ 4,000

NT$ 3,600

NT$ 3,600

NT$ 4,800
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Parking

Credit Card

Internet

Breakfast

Pet

Check in

Check out

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

3:00 p.m.

11:00 a.m.

In next chapter, the famous hostels of Taitung will be described.

The hostels

with distinctive features are the main points, but the price, the location, the discounts,
and etc. are also will be discussed.
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Chapter Three
The hostels in Taitung(台東)
In Chapter Three, we will introduce the famous hostels of Taitung(台東).

The

information will include the location, attraction, equipments and the price of the
hostels.

Besides these, we also compare each hostel to let the guests know more

about them.

Emotionluyet Hostel(鹿野詠情)
If you are bored with the noisy city and busy work, Emotionluyet is a good place
to relieved all your stress and settle your mind.
on the countryside in Taitung(台東).

It is a natural wood villa and located

There are green trees and short fences around it.

Guests came to Emotionluyet can have a cup of tea or coffee to enjoy beautiful view.
Tourists also can ride a bike to enjoy the country’s view and nature, can relax
your body.

Stay in the countryside, people don’t worry about time, just do you want

to do.
The price of each room
Rooms

Holiday (including
Days

Summer & Winter)

Sunday to Friday
(including Summer

Other information

& Winter)
For 2 people without bathroom

$2500

$1500

Each room for 2 people, add 1

The suite for 2 People

$2500

$1800

person pay extra NT$300.

Check in: 3:00 p.m.

Check out: 11:30 a.m.
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Wei Ting House Hostel(瑋婷的家)

The Wei Ting Hostel not only has the wide view, but also has the beautiful
scenery and the fresh air; this is the most suitable traveling place for vacation. The
Wei Ting Hostel is located at Luye in Taitung(台東) County. Wei Ting Hostel lets you
enjoy the feeling which is intimate with the nature, also lets you look the beautiful
scene of Taitung(台東). If you want to go traveling with the family member, and
friends to enjoy vacation, the Wei Ting Hostel could be your best choice!!

Parking

Credit Card

Internet

Breakfast

Pet

Check in

Check out

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

12:00 pm

11:00 am

The price of each room
Rooms

for Two people

Day

for Two people with
bathroom

Lunar new year holidays

NT3500

NT4000

Friday and Saturday

NT2800

NT3200

Sunday to Thursday

NT2400

NT2800

Must pay extra money for add bed, it cost 500 NT dollars per-person.

Zhen shan mei Hostel(真善美)
Zhen shan mei is in Taitung(台東) City.

Although it is located in more modern

than other village, it is still keeping fresh air and beautiful scenery.
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The interior

design of Zhen shan mei are elegant and gorgeous, travelers can relax themselves in
such comfortable environment.

Of course, travelers can rent whole Zhen shan mei,

it suits for a big family very much.

Otherwise, each room has bathroom and it’s very

convenient.
About landscape of near Zhen shan mei, travelers can go to Ba-xian-dong.
Ba-xian-dong is the ruins of prehistoric Chang-bin culture. At present, it is classified
the first-class historic monuments by government.

In addition, travelers can go to

Taitung(台東) Forest Park where in Taitung(台東) City.

Travelers can take a walk

and enjoy the beautiful scenery.
The price of each room
Room

for Two People

for four people with

Day

for Four People with
ocean view

Sunday to Thursday

NT$1500

NT$2000

NT$2000

Saturday or Holiday

NT$1800

NT$2400

NT$2400

Check in: 3:00 p.m.

Check out: 11:30 a.m.

In the next chapter, the authors will mention how important the hostels are to
travelers in Taiwan.

And how to choose the hostel that fit the requirements of the

hostel guests.
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Chapter Four
Conclusion
There are more and more people caring about their leisure time.
be the only choice for people.

Now, staying hostels is the newest choice to live

while people are going sightseeing.
before.

Hotels will not

The hostel is not like the image people thought

Some people rent out their house be hostel and elaborately decorate them.

Also, hostels provide attentive service to travelers, for instance they would arrange
activities that in season if you need.

However, tourists will be transformed the

concept of hostels after reading our paper. In addition, the prices of those hostels are
offered in the paper, so tourists can compare the prices which they prefer.
the equipment is much better than before.

Nowadays

Tourists also can compare the equipment

from different hostel’s websites before departure.
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